A Microporous Anionic Metal–Organic Framework for Sensing Luminescence of Lanthanide(III) Ions and Selective Absorption of Dyes by Ionic Exchange
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Abstract: Herein, a novel anionic framework with primitive centered cubic (pcu) topology, [(CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$)$_4$-{[Zn$_2$Zn$_4$]Zn$_2$}$_{15}$DMF·4.5H$_2$O, (IFMC-2; H$_2$dttz =$\text{4,5-di(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)-2H-tiazole}$) was solvothermally isolated. A new example of a tetranuclear zinc cluster ([Zn$_2$dttz$_2$]) served as a secondary building unit in IFMC-2. Furthermore, the metal cluster was connected by Zn$^{II}$ ions to give rise to a 3D open microporous structure. The lanthanide(III)-loaded metal–organic framework (MOF) materials Ln$^{3+}$@IFMC-2, were successfully prepared by using ion-exchange experiments owing to the anionic framework of IFMC-2. Moreover, the emission spectra of the as-prepared Ln$^{3+}$@IFMC-2 were investigated, and the results suggested that IFMC-2 could be utilized as a potential luminescent probe toward different Ln$^{3+}$ ions. Additionally, the absorption ability of IFMC-2 toward ionic dyes was also performed. Cationic dyes could be absorbed, but not neutral and anionic dyes, thus indicating that IFMC-2 exhibits selective absorption toward cationic dyes. Furthermore, the cationic dyes can be gradually released in the presence of NaCl.

Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are the focus of increasing interest owing to not only their structural and chemical diversities but their potential structure-related applications, for instance, gas storage and separation, luminescence, catalysis, and drug delivery[1–5] Generally, MOFs are assembled in “one-pot” solvothermal or hydrothermal syntheses by judicious selection of metal ions, organic linkers, and the synthetic conditions. In recent years, several MOF materials, consisting of discrete metal-cluster vertices interconnected by organic molecules as linkers, have been designed and synthesized.[3, 4] In most cases, the metal-cluster vertices generated in situ act as secondary building units (SBUs) and further extend to multidimensional structures by functionalized organic ligands or metal–organic fragments. This approach is considered to be promising to construct MOFs with specific functionalities or topologies. Moreover, the framework charge (i.e., cationic, neutral, or anionic) of MOF materials also has a great impact on their performance because charged MOFs are typically able to undergo postsynthetic modification by means of ion exchange.[5]

Recently, porous MOF materials with the abilities of absorption and separation toward pollutants, such as dye molecules or metal ions, have been applied in several fields,[6] for instance, the capture of harmful dyes or noxious metal ions, the purification of water, and the inclusion of large biomolecules. Xu and co-workers reported a mesoporous MOF which was employed as a liquid-chromatographic stationary phase for large-molecule separation.[7] Later, they described another example of column-chromatographic filler for the separation of large dye molecules motivated by the existing large cages.[7a] However, only a few MOFs have been used to absorb or separate dye molecules, and in most cases, dye removal is on the basis of the size-exclusion effect.[5b] So far, it is still a challenge to prepare porous charged MOFs used to absorb/separate large molecules or ions by virtue of ionic selectivity.[5a]

On the other hand, continuous effort has been dedicated to the design and preparation of multifunctional luminescent MOF materials. Among the reported luminescent materials, lanthanide-containing MOF materials have received exceptional attention owing to the advantages of the ease of design, which allows narrow-band and fine-tuned luminescent properties.[5c] Generally, lanthanide-based luminescent MOF materials can be divided into two groups: 1) Ln$^{3+}$ ions directly bonded to the organic linkers/sensitizers to generate MOFs[5c] and
2) Ln$^{3+}$ ions encapsulated into porous MOFs by means of postsynthetic modification.\cite{12} Up until now, the preparation and investigation of tuneable luminescent lanthanide–MOF materials has turned out to be a prominent topic in fluorescent materials science.\cite{12} Most of the fluorescent lanthanide–MOF materials, as reported, are available by changing the ratio of Ln$^{3+}$ ions to achieve tuneable fluorescence. However, rare-earth fluorescent probes with similar contents of Ln$^{3+}$ ions are rarely reported, especially the encapsulation of Ln$^{3+}$ ions by the post-synthetic modification of MOFs. It is an issue worthy of study in the field of materials science.

In our previous report, the zeolite-like neutral MOF with sodalite topology IFMC-1 (IFMC = Institute of Functional Material Chemistry) has been solvothermally isolated, which exhibits high CO$_2$ uptake and selective CO$_2$/N$_2$ adsorption owing to the favorable interactions between abundant uncoordinated N atoms from aromatic ligands and CO$_2$ molecules.\cite{11} As a continuation of our work, Zn$^{2+}$ ions and 4,5-di(1H-tetrazol-5-yl)-2H-1,2,3-triazole (H$_3$dttz) were employed again, but in DMF media. Fortunately, the anionic framework with a pcu topology [([CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$]$^+$][Zn$_4$dttz$_6$]Zn$_3$]·15 DMF·4.5 H$_2$O (IFMC-2) was successfully obtained (Scheme 1). Furthermore, the luminescence of Ln$^{3+}$ ions encapsulated into microporous IFMC-2 and the absorption of cationic dyes through ion exchange was also carried out. Interestingly, IFMC-2 exhibited sensing luminescence toward different Ln$^{3+}$ ions and can selectively absorb cationic molecules relative to neutral and anionic molecules due to its anionic framework.

Results and Discussion

A solvothermal reaction of Zn(NO$_3$)$_2$·6H$_2$O and H$_3$dttz in DMF yields pale-yellow cubic block crystals IFMC-2. The formula of IFMC-2 ([([CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$]$^+$)[Zn$_4$dttz$_6$]Zn$_3$]·15 DMF·4.5 H$_2$O was elucidated by single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA; see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information), elemental analysis, and charge-balance considerations. Single-crystal X-ray diffraction studies revealed that IFMC-2 crystallizes in the cubic space group I-43m (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). The framework is composed of three types of Zn$^{2+}$ ion and two types of dttz$^-$ fragment (Figure 1 a). The Zn(1) atom adopts an octahedral geometry, which is finished by six nitrogen atoms from six distinct dttz$^-$ ions. The Zn(2) atoms are surrounded by six nitrogen atoms from three different dttz$^-$ ligands and show a distorted-octahedral geometry. In addition, the Zn(3) atom is completed by four nitrogen atoms from two dttz$^-$ moieties and exhibits a distorted-tetrahedral geometry. The Zn–N bond lengths are all within the normal ranges.\cite{13} The Zn(1) and Zn(2) centers are connected to each other by six deprotonated dttz$^-$ ligands to give rise to a tetranuclear zinc cluster (Figure 1 b). This tetranuclear zinc cluster exhibits a tetrahedral structure, which is similar but different from the reported pentanuclear metal cluster (see Figure S2 a, b in the Supporting Information).\cite{4} In the pentanuclear metal cluster, four Zn$^{2+}$ ions are located at each vertex of the regular tetrahedron and the fifth Zn$^{2+}$ ion resides in the center, whereas one Zn$^{2+}$ ion at vertex of the tetrahedron is missing in this tetranuclear zinc cluster. It should be noted that this example of a tetranuclear metal cluster is new relative to the previously reported clusters (see Figure S2 c in the Supporting Information).\cite{4} Moreover, the tetranuclear cluster was extended by Zn(3) ions to result in a 3D non-interpenetrating open framework with two types of channel structure (see Figure 1 c and Figure S3 in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, the two types of channel can be divided into only one type of cubic cage structure (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). The distance between two adjacent tetranuclear zinc clusters is approximately 15 Å and the open size of cage is approximately 10 Å, thus suggesting a microporous characteristic of IFMC-2. Overall, the framework of IFMC-2 is anionic, which is filled with [([CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$]$^+$] ions and guest molecules. The protonated [([CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$]$^+$ ions in IFMC-2 originate from the decarboxylation of dimethylamine.\cite{14} Given the charge-balance consideration, there are four [([CH$_3$)$_2$NH$_2$]$^+$ ions per formula unit. However, the disordered cations and guest molecules are not crystallographically well defined. PLATON calculations\cite{15} suggest that the solvent-accessible volume in IFMC-2 is about 20.221.3 Å$^3$ per unit cell (71.3% of the cell volume).
To study the structure further, if each tetranuclear cluster is considered as a six-connected node and the Zn(3) cations as linkers, the structure can be regarded as a distorted puck topology (Figure 1d). In IFMC-2, the two tetratozolate rings are almost parallel to the triazole plane, whereas the dihedral angles between the triazole and tetratozolate rings are approximately 29.85° and 27.49°, respectively, and the dihedral angle of the two tetratozolate rings is approximately 43.69° in IFMC-1. The reason for the formation of different cage structures and topologies of IFMC-1 and -2 (see Figure S5 in the Supporting Information and Scheme 1) perhaps results from the different coordination modes of the Zn^{2+} ions and the distortion degree of the dttz^2 ligands.

The preparation of luminescent materials with lanthanide cations encapsulated within the MOF pores is currently of interest in the fields of light display, lasers, and optoelectronic devices. As a matter of fact, the anionic framework of IFMC-2 makes a chance and is a driving force for cation-exchange experiments, in which the [((CH_{3})_{2}NH_{2})]^+ ions perhaps could be exchanged with lanthanide cations. In this sense, we tried to load lanthanide ions into the cavity of IFMC-2 and then analyze the luminescent properties of the resulting Ln^{3+}@IFMC-2 (Ln^{3+} = Sm^{3+}, Eu^{3+}, Tb^{3+}, or Dy^{3+}). To introduce lanthanide ions into the cavities of IFMC-2, fresh-prepared IFMC-2 was soaked in solutions of the nitrate salts of Sm^{3+}, Eu^{3+}, Tb^{3+}, or Dy^{3+} in DMF to yield Sm^{3+}@IFMC-2, Eu^{3+}@IFMC-2, Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2, or Dy^{3+}@IFMC-2, respectively. The exchanged samples were collected by filtration after 48 hours, washed with DMF for several times until no characteristic emission was observed upon excitation, and then dried in air. The porous network of IFMC-2 was almost unchanged after the encapsulation of Ln^{3+} ions, as confirmed by X-ray powder diffraction patterns (XRPD; see Figure S6 in the Supporting Information). From the evidence of the IR spectra (see Figures S7 and S8 in the Supporting Information) combined with the XRPD patterns, we consider that their basic frameworks are still maintained. Accordingly, the indutively coupled plasma (ICP) data (see Table S2 in the Supporting Information) for Ln^{3+}@IFMC-2 isolated after immersion in solutions of Ln^{3+} ions in DMF for 48 h suggests that similar encapsulation amounts of Ln^{3+} (Sm^{3+}, Eu^{3+}, Tb^{3+}, or Dy^{3+}) ions were absorbed into IFMC-2. The molar ratio of Zn^{2+}/Ln^{3+} is approximately 21:1, which means that one [(CH_{3})_{2}NH_{2}]^{+} ion was exchanged by 0.33 Ln^{3+} ions per unit. Clusters Sm^{3+}@IFMC-2, Eu^{3+}@IFMC-2, and Dy^{3+}@IFMC-2 display very similar emissions but different intensities with tense emission bands at λ_{em} = 493 and 548 nm originate from the 5D_{4}→7F_{2} and 5D_{4}→7F_{1} transitions, whereas the weaker emission bands at λ_{em} = 508 and 624 nm correspond to the 5D_{4}→7F_{3} and 5D_{4}→7F_{4} transitions. The Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2 cluster is blue luminescent in the solid state with typical Tb^{3+} emissions at λ_{em} = 482 and 574 nm, which correspond to the characteristic emission 5D_{4}→7F_{4} transitions of the Tb^{3+} ions (J = 15/2 and 13/2). Additionally, the blue emission of the 5D_{4}→7H_{15/2} transition has a stronger intensity than the yellow emission of the 5D_{4}→7H_{15/2} transition. It should be noted that the luminescence intensity of Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2 is beyond the detection limitation when determined under the photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage of 700 V (excitation slit: 2.5 nm, emission slit: 2.5 nm). In this context, the luminescence of the Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2 sample was measured with the PMT voltage of 500 V, whereas the other samples were measured with the PMT voltage of 700 V. Even under these conditions, the emission intensity of the highest characteristic peak of Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2 (λ_{em} = 548 nm, 4606) is much higher than those of Dy^{3+}@IFMC-2 (λ_{em} = 482 nm, 3266), and Eu^{3+}@IFMC-2 (λ_{em} = 619 nm, 22). These results suggest that although the encapsulation amounts of Ln^{3+} ions are similar for Sm^{3+}@IFMC-2, Eu^{3+}@IFMC-2, Tb^{3+}@IFMC-2, and Dy^{3+}@IFMC-2, the emission intensities are greatly different (Figure 2a, right). Moreover, these results indicate that the...
microporous IFMC-2 is suitable for the sensitization of Tb$^{3+}$ and Dy$^{3+}$ ions rather than as a Eu$^{3+}$ and Sm$^{3+}$ emitter. Correspondingly, when illuminated with a standard laboratory UV lamp ($\lambda_{ex} = 254$ nm), Tb$^{3+}$@IFMC-2 and Dy$^{3+}$@IFMC-2 emitted their distinctive green and blue colors, respectively, which were readily observed with the naked eye as a qualitative indication of terbium and dysprosium sensitization (Figure 2b).

Dyes are widely employed in several industries, including paper, textiles, plastics, cosmetics, printing, and pharmaceuticals.[19] As a result, the removal of dyes from effluents before discharge into natural bodies is of great importance from an environmental point of view. To evaluate the absorption ability toward dye molecules, we selected freshly prepared IFMC-2 to capture dyes from solutions in DMF. According to the pore size of IFMC-2, we selected five dyes, including cationic, neutral and anionic dyes, which perhaps would be absorbed. Firstly, the freshly prepared IFMC-2 was immersed in solutions of dyes in DMF (Figure 3; methylene blue (MB), basic red 2 (BR), crystal violet (CV), solvent yellow 2 (SY), and methyl orange (MO), respectively). The cationic dyes (i.e., MB, BR, and CV) could be absorbed over a period of time and the pale-yellow crystals gradually became coloured, while the neutral and anionic dyes (i.e., SY and MO, respectively) could not be absorbed (Figure 3). The selective absorption of cationic dyes perhaps results from the interaction of the cationic dye molecules and anionic framework of IFMC-2. Meanwhile, the abilities of IFMC-2 to absorb cationic dyes from solutions of DMF were determined through UV/Vis spectroscopic analysis (see Figures S9 and S10 in the Supporting Information). Spectroscopic study of the supernatants indicated that MB was almost completely absorbed into the network of IFMC-2, whereas half of BR and CV were left in the supernatants within a certain period of time. The difference in absorption between the three types of dye may be caused by shape and size because MB is linear and BR and CV are planar and BR and CV are relatively larger than MB. Similarly, the successful exchange of cationic dyes does not influence the crystalline integrity of IFMC-2, as demonstrated by the XRPD profiles (see Figure S11 in the Supporting Information).[17] The results suggest that IFMC-2 perhaps is a potential absorbent for the removal of cationic dyes from effluents.

Furthermore, to confirm whether the absorption toward cationic dyes is due to ionic interaction between the cationic dye and anionic framework, dye-releasing experiments were also performed in pure DMF and a saturated solution of NaCl in DMF, respectively. The release process was monitored by using UV/Vis spectroscopy.[20] The results suggest that the dye molecules in dye@IFMC-2 can be gradually released in the presence of NaCl, whereas the dye molecules are hardly released without NaCl (see Figure 4 and Figure S12 in the Supporting Information). In this case, we can speculate that the absorption can be assigned to the ionic interaction of the dyes with the anionic framework. That is to say, the dye release is an ion-exchange process. Furthermore, the process of dye uptake and release in the presence of NaCl was studied for another two runs (see Figure S13 in the Supporting Information). These results suggest that the dye uptake and release is a reversible process and that the dye can be almost completely released in the presence of NaCl with enough time.
Conclusion

In summary, a new MOF material with a pcu topology, IFMC-2, has been solvothermally synthesized, in which a new example of a tetranuclear zinc cluster (Zn4dttz4) serves as a SBU. The same precursors react in different solvent systems to result in two MOFs with different topologies and framework charges (IFMC-1 and -2). The Ln³⁺-loaded MOF materials were successfully prepared by means of cation-exchange experiments. The emission spectra of the as-prepared Ln³⁺-loaded MOF materials indicated that IFMC-2 is suitable for the sensitization of Tb³⁺ and Dy³⁺ ions rather than as Eu³⁺ and Sm³⁺ emitters. Furthermore, IFMC-2 could be employed as a potential luminescent probe toward different Ln³⁺ ions. In addition, the organic cations in IFMC-2 can be exchanged with cationic dyes owing to the anionic framework. However, neutral and anionic dyes could not be absorbed because IFMC-2 exhibited selectively absorption ability towards cationic dyes. Moreover, the cationic dyes could be gradually released in the presence of NaCl, thus suggesting that the absorption perhaps results from the virtue of the ionic interaction between the cationic dyes and the anionic framework. Furthermore, the process of the dye uptake and release was reversible. This work opens up a plethora of prepared charged cluster compounds suitable for the sensitization of Ln³⁺ ions into an anionic framework and the selective absorption of ionic molecules through ionic interactions. Further study into the design and preparation of novel charged MOF materials is ongoing in our laboratory.

Experimental Section

Materials

All the reagents and solvents for the syntheses were purchased from commercial sources and used as received, except for H₂dttz, which was synthesized according to a previous report.[13]

Preparation of IFMC-2

Zn(NO₃)₂·6H₂O (0.20 g, 0.67 mmol) was added to a solution of H₂dttz (0.10 g, 0.50 mmol) in DMF (5 mL) with stirring. The mixture was heated at 120°C for 72 h and then cooled to room temperature. Pale-yellow block crystals were collected and dried in air. The crystals were highly disordered and could not be modeled properly by the SQUEEZE routine of PLATON[10] was applied to remove their contributions to the scattering. The reported refinements are of the guest-free structures obtained by the SQUEEZE routine, and the results were attached to the CIF file. CCDC-956905 contains the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. The data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data request/cif.

Encapsulation of lanthanide(III) ions in IFMC-2

Freshly prepared IFMC-2 (50 mg) was soaked in solutions of the nitrate salts of Sm³⁺, Eu³⁺, Tb³⁺, or Dy³⁺ in DMF (2 mL, 0.5 mmol), respectively. After soaking for 2 days, the crystals were washed with DMF several times to remove residual lanthanide(III) cations on the surface.

Dye absorption and release

Dye absorption: Freshlyprepared IFMC-2 (50 mg) was transferred into solutions of Methylene Blue (MB), Basic Red 2 (BR) Crystal Violet (CV), Solvent Yellow 2 (SY), and Methyl Orange (MO) in DMF (2 mL) in cuvettes (4 mL).

Dye release: The IFMC-2 clusters loaded with MB, BR, and CV (40 mg) were transferred into pure DMF and a saturated solution of NaCl in DMF (2 mL) in cuvettes (4 mL), respectively. UV/Vis spectra were employed to measure the absorption ability and release process of IFMC-2 after certain time intervals.
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